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The phenotypic effects of genetic and environmental manipulations have been rarely investigated simultaneously. In addition to

phenotypic plasticity, their effect on the amount and directions of genetic and phenotypic variation is of particular evolutionary

importance because these constitute the material for natural selection. Here, we used heterozygous insertional mutations of 16

genes involved in the formation of the Drosophila wing. The flies were raised at two developmental temperatures (18◦C and 28◦C).

Landmark-based geometric morphometrics was used to analyze the variation of the wing size and shape at different hierarchical

levels: among genotypes and temperatures; among individuals within group; and fluctuating asymmetry (FA). Our results show

that (1) the phenotypic effects of the mutations depend on temperature; (2) reciprocally, most mutations affect wing plasticity;

(3) both temperature and mutations modify the levels of FA and of among individuals variation within lines. Remarkably, the

patterns of shape FA seem unaffected by temperature whereas those associated with individual variation are systematically

altered. By modifying the direction of available phenotypic variation, temperature might thus directly affect the potential for

further evolution. It suggests as well that the developmental processes responsible for developmental stability and environmental

canalization might be partially distinct.
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“Evolution is the control of development by ecology.” Leigh Van

Valen’s famous aphorism is both illuminating and frustrating. Illu-

minating for that it captures in a single short sentence the essence

3Present address: University of Sheffield, Department of Animal

and Plant Sciences, Western Bank, Sheffield, S10 2TN, United

Kingdom.

of evolutionary developmental biology and frustrating because

it points at an immediate problem: how can we practically inte-

grate the complexity of ecology and development in evolutionary

studies?

A global and systematic integration seems improbable in the

general sense. However, a few cases have provided real successes

of such an integration, such as the evolution of butterflies eyespots
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(e.g., Brunetti et al. 2001; Beldade and Brakefield 2002; Allen

et al. 2008), the evolution of sticklebacks body armor (e.g., Peichel

et al. 2001; McKinnon and Rundle 2002; Cresko et al. 2004;

Colosimo et al. 2005; Marchinko and Schluter 2007; Barrett et al.

2008), or the evolution of the shade avoidance syndrome in Ara-

bidopsis (Smith and Whitelam 1997; Callahan and Pigliucci 2002;

McGuire and Agrawal 2005). Several other models have pro-

vided promising attempts (e.g., Drosophila pigmentation; Gompel

et al. 2005; Gibert et al. 2007; Jeong et al. 2008; Williams et al.

2008).

If long-term research programs are needed to get a global

picture of the ecology, developmental biology, and evolution of

a group of organisms, a few concepts stands logically at this in-

terface: such are phenotypic plasticity, evolvability, robustness,

developmental stability, modularity—all related to phenotypic

variation. This is because phenotypic variation is the raw ma-

terial on which selection acts; and ecological factors interact with

development to produce the phenotype and because phenotype

is the end result of both evolution and ontogeny and its vari-

ation thus reflects changes in both development and evolution.

Studying phenotypic variation is thus important to understand

evolution, ecology, and development; but considering evolution,

development, and ecology is necessary to understand phenotypic

variation (e.g., Hallgrimsson and Hall 2005).

In this context understanding the nature of the processes

involved in the control of phenotypic variation is of particu-

lar importance: the relationship between phenotypic plasticity—

a phenotypic change in response to a change in environment;

canalization—the ability to produce a consistent phenotype in

spite of genetic and environmental influences; and developmen-

tal stability—the buffering of random developmental errors, has

generated some debate (e.g., Debat and David 2001; Flatt 2005).

Specifically, the link between developmental stability, as assessed

by fluctuating asymmetry (FA) and canalization is controversial.

Based on the comparison of the patterns of variation among indi-

viduals with those of FA, some authors, in line with the original

work of Waddington (1942, 1957) have suggested that they are

at least partly different processes (e.g., Debat et al. 2000; Milton

et al. 2003; Pélabon et al. 2004; Rego et al. 2006). In turn, the view

that there is no need for more than one single buffering mecha-

nism has been defended by others (e.g., Clarke 1998; Klingenberg

and McIntyre 1998; Willmore et al. 2005; Breuker et al. 2006).

The Drosophila wing provides a particularly amenable model

phenotype to investigate the developmental control of variation in

this framework. It is involved in several functions of ecological

and evolutionary importance (e.g., flight and male courtship song)

and its developmental genetics is understood in great detail (e.g.,

De Celis 2003). Additionally, Drosophila wing size and shape

demonstrate plastic responses to temperature, which have been

extensively investigated and have been suggested to be adaptive

(e.g., David et al. 1994; Partridge et al. 1994; Imasheva et al.

2000; Gilchrist et al. 2004; David et al. 2006).

In this article, we report on the effects of a series of muta-

tions in genes known for their role on the morphogenesis of the

Drosophila wing, on the phenotypic response to different devel-

opmental temperatures.

Using geometric morphometrics (Rohlf and Marcus 1993),

we examined variation for wing size and shape at three hierarchi-

cal levels: (1) among groups (i.e., the different genotypes placed

in the different temperatures), (2) among individuals within a

genotype (referred to as individual variation), and (3) within in-

dividuals (FA and directional asymmetry [DA]). This hierarchy

allows testing, respectively, for genetic differences in phenotypic

plasticity, in environmental canalization, and in developmental

stability.

Material and Methods
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We compared the wings of wild-type and mutant flies reared in

two thermal regimes. Sixteen different mutant genotypes were

used consisting in heterozygous insertions of transposons within

genes involved in the wing development. The detailed experi-

mental procedure used to obtain the flies is described in Dworkin

and Gibson (2006). The insertional mutations were selected from

the Bloomington Stock Center (Table 1). All insertions were in-

trogressed into an Oregon-R wild-type strain marked with white

(w), resulting in white-eyed flies (Dworkin and Gibson 2006).

The transposons used for the insertions were marked with a mini

white element, rescuing the eye color defect. Flies carrying the

insertions thus all had red eyes. Backcrossing of females carrying

the mutation to wild-type males was repeated for 14 generations

so that the mutant genetic background would be as close as pos-

sible to the isogenic wild type. The mutants were compared to

Oregon-R wild-type individuals from separate vials. For each

genotype (including the Oregon-R control), two sets of adult flies

each composed of 10 virgin females and a few males were placed

in two vials containing a standard medium. The flies were re-

moved after two days, and the medium containing the eggs was

subdivided into two replicate vials. These two vials per geno-

type were then placed in each of two incubators, respectively, set

at 18◦C and 28◦C and regularly controlled for temperature. The

racks containing the vials were randomly translated and rotated

within the incubators on a daily basis to avoid any potential edge

effect. Once emerged and dried out, the flies were killed and

stored in 70% ethanol. The red-eyed individuals were then used.

Both right and left wings were removed and mounted on slides in

a 50% glycerol, 50% lactic acid medium. Fourteen to 30 males

per genotype per temperature were used, leading to a sample size

of 774 individuals (1548 wings) (Table 1).
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Table 1. Mutations used in this study: abbreviations, alleles, signaling pathways in which the genes are involved and sample sizes.

Gene (abbreviation) Allele Genetic Sample Sample
pathway size 18◦C size 28◦C

control – – 22 28
argos (aos) Wll Egfr 14 14
asteroid (ast) kg07563 Egfr 28 25
cable (cbl) kg03080 Egfr 18 18
CG3957/wmd kg07581 unkown 22 25
decapentaplegic (dpp) kg08191 TGF-β 30 25
downstream of receptor kinases (drk) kg03077 Egfr 28 28
Mothers against Dpp (mad) kg00581 TGF-β 27 18
mastermind (mam) kg02641 Egfr 29 16
p38b kg01337 TGF-β/Egfr 17 10
cAMP-dependent protein kinase 1 (Pka-C1) BG02142 Hh 14 27
pointed (pnt) kg04968 Egfr 16 29
rhomboid/rhomboid-2 (rho-stet) kg07115 Egfr 20 17
rhomboid-6 (rho-6) kg09603 Egfr 27 29
saxophone (sax) kg07525 TGF-β 27 30
Src42A kg02515 Egfr 30 28
Thickveins (tkv) kg01923 TGF-β 25 13

Total 394 380

Images of the wings were acquired with an Imasys U-eye

digital camera mounted on a Leica DMRB microscope. Fifteen

landmarks per wing were digitized using an ImageJ plugin written

by Chris Klingenberg (pers. comm.; see Fig. 1).

MORPHOMETRIC ANALYSIS AND STATISTICAL

TREATMENT

Superimposition
Generalized least squares Procrustes superimposition was used to

extract shape variation from the landmark data (see for example

Dryden and Mardia 1998). To avoid problems related to the loss

of dimensions due to the superimposition, a principal component

analysis (PCA) was applied to the Procrustes coordinates (i.e., the

coordinates after superimposition) and the PC scores were used

as shape variables in all subsequent shape analyses.

Log of the centroid size (i.e., the square root of the sum of

the squared distances from each landmark to the centroid of the

configuration) was used as a size variable.

Figure 1. Position of the 15 landmarks on a wing.

Measurement error analysis
Measurement error (ME) is of critical importance when analyzing

FA (e.g., Palmer 1994). To assess the significance of FA relative

to ME, left and right wings of 30 individual flies were digi-

tized twice. We then applied a conventional analysis of variance

(ANOVA) to centroid size for size and a Procrustes ANOVA for

shape, using individual, side, and their interaction as effects. The

details of this procedure can be found in Palmer and Strobeck

(1986, 2003), Palmer (1994), and Klingenberg and McIntyre

(1998). In addition to the estimation of ME, this ANOVA al-

lows testing for the significance of the individual effect and for

the occurrence of DA.

Effects on mean size and shape
The effects of mutations, temperature, and their interaction on

mean size and shape were investigated using ANOVAs on centroid

size and multivariate analyses of covariance (MANCOVAs) on the

shape variables (NB: the matrices can be inverted because they are

computed from full rank matrices of PC scores). The following

model was used:

Wi jk = μ + Gi + Tj + G × Ti j + εi jk,

where W is the wing parameter, G is genotype, and T is temper-

ature, all fixed effects. For shape, centroid size was added to the

model as a covariate.

Effects on the levels of size and shape variation
The amount of individual variation and of FA for size and shape

were measured for each genotype at both temperatures using
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regular ANOVAs for size and Procrustes ANOVAs for shape,

considering individual, side, and the interaction individual × side

as effects. The MS related to the individual effect was used as an

estimator of individual variation, and the MS related to the inter-

action (individual × side) was used as an estimator of FA. Size

MS and Procrustes MS were then compared among temperatures

and genotypes using standard F-tests.

As a first test of the relationship between canalization and

developmental stability, we computed the correlation between

individual variation and FA across genotypes at each temperature.

The effect of temperature on genetic variation for wing size

and shape was assessed in measuring variation among geno-

types. For both temperatures, this was computed as the MS in

an ANOVA on size with genotype as a single effect. The cor-

responding Procrustes MS was used to measure shape variation

across genotypes.

Effects on the patterns of shape variation
Do mutational and temperature-related shape variations involve

similar changes in landmarks position? To investigate the quali-

tative effects of temperature and of insertions upon the directions

(i.e., the patterns) of shape variation, we used the following ap-

proach. For each genotype at each temperature three matrices were

computed, one corresponding to the differences among individ-

uals, one to FA, and one to DA. These matrices are multivariate

analogs of mean squares and depict the variation and covariation

among landmarks associated to the different components of shape

variation (mean squares and cross-products matrices [MSCP ma-

trices]). Additionally, a matrix depicting the average effect of the

temperature was computed for each genotype. To get a general

picture of the relationship between these different components

of variation, we used a principal coordinates analysis (PCO; also

known as metric multidimensional scaling; Mardia et al. 1979;

applications to similar datasets can be found in Debat et al. 2006,

2008). A distance measure for each pair of matrices was defined as

one minus the squared correlation between the two matrices and

used as input for metric multidimensional scaling. The diagonal

of the compared matrices was not included to avoid any scaling

effect and to focus on the covariation only. The resulting principal

coordinates are axes that successively account for the maximum

amount of the information contained in the corresponding distance

matrix. Such an ordination allows one to visualize the relationship

among matrices. Simply put, the closer two matrices are in the

PCO plan, the more they are correlated, and the more similar the

patterns of landmark variation. Although a purely descriptive or-

dination of the matrices, PCO was preferred over classical matrix

comparison methods. The high number of matrices in our study

together with their high dimensionality indeed precluded the use

of more sophisticated methods such as CPCA (common principal

component analysis, e.g., Klingenberg et al. 1996), which would

have required a prohibitive amount of computer time. The chosen

approach nevertheless provides a very appealing and intuitive way

of assessing the relationship among multiple matrices at once. We

applied this procedure at different levels, following a hierarchical

strategy.

We first applied a PCO simultaneously to the matrices com-

puted for each of the 17 genotypes, corresponding to the mean

temperature effect, to the individual variation, DA, and FA at

both 18◦C and 28◦C. This allowed us to capture in a single step

the overall similarity of the effect of plasticity, of microenvi-

ronmental variation and of developmental noise (i.e., a total of

119 matrices at once). To more accurately depict the relationship

between individual variation and FA, we ran a PCO on the corre-

sponding matrices alone. Finally, PCOs applied separately to the

individual variation and FA matrices allowed us to investigate the

effects of temperature and of mutations onto these components of

variation.

In all cases, we checked whether the effects of the muta-

tions clustered according to the signaling pathways involving the

corresponding genes. It has been suggested that Procrustes super-

imposition might alter the structure of covariance matrices due

to the spread of variation across landmarks related to the least

squares criterion (e.g., Walker 2000). This effect is nevertheless

believed to be of limited importance when shape variation is low

(Dryden and Mardia 1998: 287; Klingenberg and Monteiro 2005),

which is clearly the case for Drosophila wings (e.g., Houle et al.

2003). Moreover, any covariance matrix computed from the su-

perimposed configurations should be equally affected—if at all.

There is thus no reason to suspect that the superimposition pro-

cedure might affect the relationship among covariance matrices.

Each time the analyses involved multiple comparisons, the

P-values were adjusted using the Holm procedure (Holm 1999;

Benjamini and Yekutieli 2001).

All morphometric and statistical analyses were conducted

using the R-morph package (M. Baylac, pers. comm.) running on

R version 2.6.2 (R Development Core Team 2008).

Results
MEASUREMENT ERROR

The results are reported in Table 2. For both size and shape, mea-

surement error was found to be of smaller amplitude than true FA

suggesting that error does not bias our estimation of FA (the in-

teraction MS is respectively about 100 times higher than ME MS

for shape and 200 times for size). No DA was detected for size or

shape (the side effect was not statistically significant; see Pélabon

and Hansen [2008] for a discussion on DA in insect wings). Anti-

symmetry (AS) was not detected: for size, the distributions of the

right minus left values did not significantly depart from normality

(a bimodal distribution is expected when AS occurs); for shape we
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Table 2. Measurement error (ME). Size ME was assessed through

a two-way mixed model ANOVA on centroid size with individual

as a random effect and side as a fixed effect, and their interaction.

Shape ME was assessed through the equivalent Procrustes ANOVA

(see text). Shape MS were multiplied by 107 and size MS by 105.

Data Sources of variation MS df F P-value

Shape Individual 161,71 754 1,99 <0,0001
Side 81,63 26 1 0,46
Side × individual 81,31 754 98,67 <0,0001
Residual 0,82 1560

Size Individual 1103 29 14,14 <0,0001
Side 26 1 0,33 0,57
Side × individual 78 29 205,8 <0,0001
Residual 0,38 60

computed the vectors of right–left difference in the shape space

and no clustering of the R–L vectors was found.

EFFECTS OF THE MUTATIONS AND TEMPERATURE

ON MEAN SIZE AND SHAPE

Both temperature and mutations were found to affect wing size

and shape. Wing size is systematically smaller at 28◦C. The effect

of temperature on shape is more difficult to depict. From the PCA

applied to the Procrustes coordinates, individuals clearly cluster

on PC1 according to temperature (Fig. 2). Reconstructing the ex-

treme wing configurations on this axis allows for visualization of

the related shape change (Fig. 2). When temperature increases,

the wing contracts along the anteroposterior axis, producing a

somewhat thinner, elongated shape. Simultaneously, both cross-

veins shift, from distal to more proximal positions. Remarkably,

the posterior cross-vein does not only translate, but also slightly

rotates, meaning that landmarks 10 and 11 do not move in the

same direction. Statistical significance of these effects is shown

when tested simultaneously on all mutants: both temperature and

genotype effects as well as their interaction were found to be sig-

nificant in the ANOVA on centroid size and in the MANCOVA

on the PC scores (Table 3). This was confirmed in individual

ANOVAs and MANCOVAs conducted on each genotype sepa-

rately: for shape, all mutations had a significant effect and were

found to interact with temperature (results not shown). For size,

the effects of the insertions in asteroid (ast) and Pka-C1 (pka)

were not significant but their interaction with temperature was.

In contrast, insertions in cable (cbl), decapentaplegic (Dpp), and

mastermind (mam), while exhibiting a significant effect on size,

did not significantly interact with temperature.

Altogether these results suggest that the heterozygous inser-

tional mutations as well as the temperature significantly alter the

size and shape of the wing.

Remarkably, the effects of the mutations are different at 18◦C

and 28◦C for both size and shape (the interaction of temperature

Figure 2. PCA on the whole dataset. Gray symbols: 28◦C Black

symbols : 18◦C. The shape changes associated with the two PCs are

visualized as configurations corresponding to extreme positions

on the PCs. Gray, configurations for negative PC scores; black,

configurations for positive scores. Shape changes correspond to

an arbitrary value of 2.5 standard deviations.

and mutations is statistically significant [Table 3]). Symmetri-

cally, it means that the effect of temperature is different across

mutants.

Size reaction norms are shown in Figure 3. Noticeably, while

the Oregon-R control flies reared at 28◦C have a mean size ly-

ing in the middle of the range of genotypic effects, this is not

observed at 18◦C, where the mean size for all mutants is smaller

than the control, with most of the differences being significant.

Most reaction norms are roughly parallel to the wild-type reac-

tion norm, illustrating the global common effect of temperature

on size. However, some lines do cross each other, as expected

from the significant interaction (temperature × genotypes) in the

ANOVA, suggesting genetic differences in phenotypic plasticity

across the set of mutations analyzed.

The results of a discriminant analysis including genotype

and temperature as clustering variables are shown on Figure 4.

The dataset is strongly structured by the temperature along the

first canonical axis. Mutant genotypes exhibit strong effects on

wing shape. Shape reaction norms can be represented as lines

linking the position of each genotypic mean at 18◦C and 28◦C.

Although most genotypes exhibit reaction norms roughly parallel

to the control one (as shown in Fig. 4 for drk and rho-6), some

reaction norms are clearly different (see cg or pka in the figure).
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Table 3. Effects of the temperature and of the mutations on the mean size and shape. An ANOVA with temperature, genotype and the

interaction (temperature×genotype) was applied to centroid size; the same effects were used in a MANCOVA on the scores of a PCA for

shape including centroid size as a covariate.

Effect df SS MS F P value

Size Temperature 1 9,5 9,5 24523,63 <0.0001
Genotype 16 0,24 0,015 38,95 <0.0001
Temperature×genotype 16 0,08 0,005 13,23 <0.0001
Residuals 1514 0,58 0,0004

Effect df Pillai F Df num Df den Pr(>F)

Shape Temperature 1 0,93 822,66 26 1488 <0.0001
Genotype 16 4,45 22,28 416 24048 <0.0001
Size 1 0,33 28,56 26 1488 <0.0001
Temperature×genotype 16 2,02 8,36 416 24048 <0.0001
Residuals 1513

This illustrates the significant interaction genotype × temperature

in the MANCOVA.

Concerning genetic variation, temperature had no detectable

effect on size or shape as the MS related to the genotype effect

were not different among temperatures (Size F16,16 = 1.181 P =
0.37; Procrustes F416,416 = 1.022, P = 0.408)

EFFECTS OF MUTATIONS AND TEMPERATURE

ON SIZE AND SHAPE VARIATION

Concerning size (Fig. 5A, B), for most genotypes, the extent of

individual variation and FA are greater at 18◦C than at 28◦C. At

18◦C, all genotypes exhibit levels of individual variation higher

than the control, nine of which remain significantly higher after a

Holm procedure for multiple comparisons was conducted (Holm

1999; Benjamini and Yekutieli 2001). For FA, the mutants also

tend to be more asymmetric than the controls (Fig. 5B left), but

Figure 3. Wing size reaction norms for all genotypes. Size is mea-

sured as centroid size. Large gray square: control. The lowest line

is P38.

none of the 16 pairwise comparisons remains significant after

adjustment. No trend is detected at 28◦C for individual variation

or FA: the effects on size variation strongly depend on the mutation

(as for 18◦C, no difference with control remains significant after

adjustment).

In contrast with size, shape individual variation and FA

(Fig. 5C, D) are not systematically higher at 18◦C, even though a

slight trend can be found for individual variation. The most obvi-

ous effect is that of the mutations on individual variation, which

is in most cases higher in mutant genotypes relative to the control

(Fig. 5C). The effect of mutations on FA is largely dependent on

the mutation. Significant increase in FA relative to the control

was recorded in only three genotypes at 18◦C (pnt, drk, and mam,

Fig. 5D left), and two genotypes at 28◦C (mad and mam, Fig. 5D

right).

Noticeably, as already found for size at 28◦C (Fig. 5 right),

mam mutants present the highest levels of shape FA for both

temperatures.

For size as for shape, the most variable genotypes at one

temperature were not found to be the most variable at the other:

the levels of individual variation across genotypes at 18◦C were

not correlated with those at 28◦C (rsize =−0.05, P = 0.69; rshape =
0.07 P = 0.72), and neither were the FA levels (rsize = 0.1, P =
0.51; rshape = 0.58, P = 0.06).

Considering the relationship between individual variation

and FA, for both temperatures, the most variable genotypes were

also the most asymmetric for size, as shown by the correlation

between levels of individual variation and of FA at both tempera-

tures (r18◦C = 0.63, P = 0.028; r28◦C = 0.58, P = 0.045). This was

not the case for shape, where individual variation and FA were

not correlated (r18◦C = 0.48, P = 0.15; r28◦C = 0.35, P = 0.33).

Interestingly, shape DA was detected for most genotypes (and

noticeably for the control at both temperatures) (a significant side
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Figure 4. Shape reaction norms: discriminant analysis with temperature and genotype as factors. The symbols represent the position

of the genotype means. Large gray symbols, control means; gray symbols, genes from the TGF-β signaling pathway; black symbols,

genes from the Egfr signaling pathway; open circle, genes from the hedgehog pathway; cross, genes involved in both Egfr and TGF-β

pathways; open square, genes with no known role in a signaling pathway; connecting lines represent the direction of shape change due

to temperature within a genotype, i.e., shape reaction norms.

Figure 5. Levels of individual variation and FA for size (A and B) and shape (C and D). Each graphic shows the values corresponding

to18◦C (left) and 28◦C (right). Within each temperature, the values have been ranked from lowest (left) to highest (right). Black bars,

control; gray bars, mutants. Stars indicate the genotypes whose variation remains significantly higher than that of the corresponding

control after adjustment for multiple comparisons. ∗∗∗P < 0.001; ∗∗P < 0.01; ∗P < 0.05.
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Figure 6. Principal coordinates analyses (PCOs) of the shape matrices. Each symbol represents a single matrix (i.e., a genotype at a given

temperature). Black triangles, effect temperature; black squares, individual variation at 18◦C, gray squares, individual variation at 28◦C;

open black squares, FA at 18◦C; open gray squares, FA at 28◦C; black circles, DA at 18◦C; gray circles, DA at 28◦C.

effect was found in the Procrustes ANOVAs). The amount of DA

varied across genotypes and between temperatures although no

trend could be detected. DA was not detected for size.

The temperature did not affect genetic variation for size or

shape, as the MS related to genotype effect in regular and Pro-

crustes ANOVAs did not significantly differ across temperatures

(Fsize(16,16) = 1.118 P = 0.37; Fshape(391,391) = 1.022 P = 0.41).

PATTERNS OF SHAPE VARIATION

Results of the PCOs are shown in Figure 6. From the first ordi-

nation applied simultaneously to the different types of variation

matrices (Fig. 6A), it appears that the matrices of temperature

effects tightly cluster together, and are far from the other matri-

ces. Directional asymmetry matrices of both temperatures cluster

together, clearly apart from the other types of matrices. This is

true for all genotypes, except p38 at 28◦C (and to a lesser extent

ast and pnt at 18◦C), which surprisingly falls near the tempera-

ture effect matrices. Individual variation and FA matrices of both

temperatures cluster together in this general ordination. Results

of the PCO applied to the individual variation and FA matrices are

shown in Figure 6B–D. Interestingly, the matrices of individual

variation are relatively distinct from the FA matrices for both tem-

peratures (Fig. 6B). There is indeed a shift in the position of the

two types of matrices along the first PCO, irrespective of geno-

type and temperature suggesting a systematic difference between

these matrices. When focusing on FA matrices only (Fig. 6C), no

evidence for any structuration is found. Temperature, therefore,

does not appear to alter the structure of FA matrices. In a strik-

ing contrast, in the Figure 6D, individual matrices clearly cluster

according to the temperature.

Finally, no clustering of mutations effects relative to the sig-

naling pathways was detected in this analysis, consistent with

previous observations (Dworkin and Gibson 2006).

Discussion
SIZE AND SHAPE

Dworkin and Gibson (2006) using the same lines at 25◦, found

little evidence for an effect of the mutations on size and there-

fore suggested that the heterozygous insertional mutations largely
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altered wing shape, but not size. Our results show that this is not

always the case. Whereas shape is found to be clearly affected by

the mutations at both temperatures, the effects on size are condi-

tional on rearing environment: at 28◦C no significant difference

from the control is found for most genotypes. At 18◦C however,

the mutations consistently induce a decrease in wing size. The

current study used an additional five landmarks in the posterior-

proximal region of the wing, as compared to the original study.

It is conceivable that the size effects could be spatially limited,

remaining undetected in Dworkin and Gibson’s study. However,

our results were not affected when conducting the same analysis

after the additional landmarks had been removed, providing no

support for this hypothesis. Alternatively, because only a subset

of the original mutations was used in this study, the discrepancy

could have resulted from a difference in the statistical power re-

lated to the number of comparisons made (16 in the present study

vs. 50 in the previous one). To test this, we adjusted the P-values

according to 50 instead of 16 comparisons. The resulting P-values

remained significant in most cases suggesting that the difference

between the studies is not related to a statistical power issue. The

most likely explanation for our results is that the size effects of

the mutations are dependent on rearing temperature.

The difference between the effects on size and shape suggests

a relative independence between these two components of form.

This is intriguing given their tight mechanical relationship: wing

shape, as assessed in this study, depends on the relative positions

of the veins, which, in turn, depends on the relative size and shape

of the different intervein regions. It has been suggested that size

variation might be more sensitive than shape to small variations

in the environmental context, especially in the available resources

(Breuker et al. 2006). Many studies have pointed at similar con-

trast between size and shape variation (e.g., Gilchrist and Partridge

2001; Debat et al. 2003). The shape of Drosophila wing is known

for its evolutionary conservation across species from the genus

(and even beyond; e.g., Houle et al. (2003)). Such stability might

result either from developmental or structural constraints, a lack of

genetic variation, or strong stabilizing selection (or all of these).

The latter hypothesis seems the most likely because strong re-

sponse to artificial selection on wing shape have been repeatedly

obtained (Weber 1990, 1992; Houle et al. 2003; Pélabon et al.

2006). This indeed demonstrates that genetic variation occurs and

that no absolute constraint prevents the wing shape to vary. The

nature of the specific selective pressure is however unknown, a

part from some obvious guess on the importance of wing shape

for flight or male courtship song, which, however, remains to be

rigorously tested (but see Routtu et al. (2007) and Frazier et al.

(2008) for recent contributions). Additionally, it is difficult to ex-

plain why such selective pressure would act more strongly on

shape than on size. More research is needed to understand the

relative role of wing size and shape in its diverse functions, as

well as on the developmental processes linking these two aspects

of form (e.g., Resino et al. 2002).

THE GENETICS OF PLASTICITY FOR WING SIZE

AND SHAPE: ALLELIC SENSITIVITY?

The temperature-dependent effect of the mutations points to the

general question of the genetic bases of plasticity. Although it

has been clearly shown that plasticity evolves and thus has a ge-

netic basis (e.g., Windig et al. 2004, for a review), it remains

nevertheless unclear whether the genes contributing to set up a

trait’s value in given environmental conditions are also responsi-

ble for the trait’s plasticity. This question was at the core of the

controversy on the genetic bases of plasticity (Via et al. 1995).

Schematically, the argument opposed the view that the genes

involved in a trait morphogenesis are themselves sensitive to

environmental conditions—the pleiotropic hypothesis or allelic

sensitivity, or to the existence of specific mechanisms devoted at

translating environmental inputs into phenotypic outcomes—the

epistatic hypothesis or the “genes for plasticity” hypothesis (see

Scheiner 1993 and Via et al. 1995 for reviews). Pigliucci (2005)

suggested that this controversy is now obsolete, considering that

“both pleiotropic and epistatic effects are characteristic of any

plastic response that has been extensively investigated to date.”

However, it is likely that the question remains open precisely be-

cause the cases in which the genetic bases of plasticity are well

documented are few.

Our results show that heterozygous insertional mutations af-

fecting genes involved in wing development can modify plasticity

to temperature for the size and shape of the Drosophila wing. For

most genotypes, the size and shape reaction norms are indeed

modified when compared to the wild type (Figs. 3 and 4), which

is congruent with the pleiotropic or allelic sensitivity hypothesis.

However, this does not necessarily mean that the genes used

in this study are actually responsible for the plastic response ob-

served in the wild-type flies. It is indeed conceivable that a change

in the regulation of these or other genes would induce similar ef-

fects on wing plasticity. Our data therefore do not allow us to

clearly favor one hypothesis over the other. However, because

most heterozygous mutations had an effect on plasticity (either

on size or shape), it remains possible that polymorphisms at these

loci could contribute to the variation for wing plasticity found in

natural populations.

EFFECTS ON WING CANALIZATION

AND DEVELOPMENTAL STABILITY

Because the lines are nearly isogenic, variation among flies within

a line mostly reflects microenvironmental differences. In addition

to the effect of the mutations on plasticity, our results therefore

suggest that the mutants’ sensitivity to microenvironmental varia-

tion is also increased relative to the wild type. In other words, the
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mutations seem to impair environmental canalization. This is in

agreement with the general belief that mutants are phenotypically

less robust than the wild type (e.g., Waddington 1942, 1953), but

contrasts with the findings of Dworkin and Gibson (2006) who

detected minimal effects of the insertions on the within-line vari-

ation when measured at 25◦C. Again, as for plasticity, the clearest

effects are found at 18◦C where most mutant genotypes exhibit for

both size and shape higher levels of individual variation relative to

the control (Fig. 5A,C). The temperatures used in the current study

are likely stressful to flies (e.g., Pétavy et al. 2001; Debat et al.

2003). It is thus possible that they would act synergistically with

the mutations, increasing the observed phenotypic variation. This

hypothesis however is not free of complications because 18◦C is

generally considered less stressful than 28◦C (Pétavy et al. 2001).

Clearly, more work is needed on the effects of temperature on

wing phenotypic and genetic variability.

Most of the recent discussion about canalization has con-

cerned its genetic component (e.g., Visser et al. 2003), because

it theoretically allows for the build up—and thus the occasional

release—of cryptic genetic variation, potentially altering the pace

of morphological evolution (Rutherford and Lindquist 1998;

Gibson and Dworkin 2004). The experimental design used in

this study could not allow us to assess the effects of mutations on

genetic variation. In turn, we could estimate the effect of tempera-

ture on genetic variation, by comparing variation across genotypes

under both environmental conditions. Because no difference was

detected, genetic canalization is apparently not affected by tem-

perature. This result therefore suggests that it is possible to change

environmental canalization with no effect on genetic canalization,

in contradiction with the hypothesis of genetic canalization evolv-

ing as a byproduct of environmental canalization (e.g., Meiklejohn

and Hartl 2002; but see Dworkin 2005 for a discussion). This re-

sult should nevertheless be considered with caution because the

variation among 16 isogenic lines does not provide a very reliable

estimator of genetic variation.

The clearest effect on within-line variation is that of the

temperature. Concerning size, for most genotypes both individ-

ual variation and FA increase at 18◦C (Fig. 5A,B). This suggests

that at 18◦C size environmental canalization and developmental

stability are less efficient than at 28◦C. As for the effect of the mu-

tations, shape variation seems less affected than size (Fig. 5C,D).

This effect of temperature on individual variation and FA illus-

trates that environmental as well as genetic factors can alter canal-

ization and developmental stability. Additionally, it suggests that

the two components of developmental homeostasis can react sim-

ilarly to temperature. This is consistent with the significant cor-

relation between FA and individual variation across genotypes

for size—but not for shape—at both temperatures. This points

at the relationship between the processes buffering phenotypic

variation: does robustness against microenvironmental variation

involve anything else than the robustness against developmental

noise?

THE LINK BETWEEN CANALIZATION

AND DEVELOPMENTAL STABILITY

The relationship between canalization and developmental stability

has generated some debate in the past decade. Some authors have

suggested that there is no need for more than one mechanism

to account for developmental homeostasis (e.g., Clarke 1998;

Klingenberg and McIntyre 1998; Breuker et al. 2006), whereas

others have proposed that canalization and developmental stabil-

ity are at least partly different (Réale and Roff 2003; Santos et al.

2005; Debat et al. 2006, 2008; Rego et al. 2006) some authors hav-

ing even suggested that the two processes could be independent

(Debat et al. 2000). In these studies, the data typically consist in

the levels and patterns of phenotypic variation among and within

individuals, the relationship between canalization and develop-

mental stability being measured as the correlation between the

two types of variation.

Our observations from the current study provide different el-

ements to this discussion. First, concerning size, individual vari-

ation and FA are similarly affected by mutations and by tem-

perature. This is strengthened by the correlation of the levels of

size individual variation and size FA across genotypes for both

temperatures. For wing shape, in contrast, we observe that in-

dividual variation is systematically higher in mutants, whereas

shape FA does not present such a consistent trend, and the cor-

relation between shape FA and shape individual variation is not

significant. These mixed results are consistent with the hypothe-

sis that the relationship between canalization and developmental

stability is trait specific, as previously suggested in the literature

(e.g., Hoffmann and Woods 2001).

The PCOs (Fig. 6) provide additional cues to this question.

The most general ordination including the plasticity effect and DA

in addition to the individual variation and FA (Fig. 6A), shows

that the characters involved in plasticity are different from those

varying among individual and those involved in FA—or DA. This

analysis showing the individual variation and FA matrices cluster-

ing together indicates that the related patterns of shape variation

are very close. However, when specifically focusing on these two

types of matrices, some differences appear: first the individual and

FA matrices seem to differ, irrespective to temperature (Fig. 6B),

suggesting that although close, the patterns of related variation

are not identical. Finally, the systematic effect of temperature on

individual variation but not FA matrices (Fig. 6C,D) indicates

that the processes involved in the buffering of intra and inter in-

dividual variation are not completely similar. Such a difference

needs to be addressed in terms of developmental processes and

molecular mechanisms. Unfortunately, very little is known about

the genetic control of symmetry and asymmetry in bilaterians in
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spite of recent progress (e.g., Speder et al. 2006; see Levin and

Palmer 2007 for a review), and this incomplete knowledge sets

limits to the interpretation of our results. This is particularly frus-

trating given the contrasted conclusions across studies, even when

investigating similar traits using similar methodologies (e.g., the

Drosophila wing shape; Santos et al. 2005; Breuker et al. 2006;

Debat et al. 2006, 2008). Additional experimental investigations

of the developmental bases of morphological variation are there-

fore needed.

IMPACT ON EVOLUTIONARY POTENTIAL

The systematic clustering of individual variation matrices relative

to temperature means that the phenotypic variation expressed at

one temperature is relatively stable across genotypes, but consis-

tently different from phenotypic variation expressed at another

temperature. In addition to directly changing the direction of se-

lection (a new environment is likely to generate new selective

pressures), the temperature therefore simultaneously alters the

main direction of available phenotypic variation.

Bearing in mind that the component of phenotypic variation

considered here is mostly nongenetic (i.e., the individual varia-

tion matrices are computed within each of the isogenic lines), one

might wonder about the importance for selection of such an effect.

However, some recent work has advocated the primacy of pheno-

typic change over genetic variation in evolution via phenotypic

accommodation (see West Eberhard 2003; Palmer 2004; Badyaev

2005; Braendle and Flatt 2006, for general discussions). This sug-

gests that temperature, in systematically altering the structure of

individual phenotypic variation, might alter as well the popula-

tion’s potential for further evolution.

This analysis should be extended to include all of the avail-

able genotypes: only a fraction of the genes initially used by

Dworkin and Gibson (2006) were used in the current study. Nev-

ertheless, the results obtained, even on the limited basis of a

controlled laboratory experiment, are promising. They point at

the actual complexity of the real world in which genes are not the

only parameters involved in shaping phenotypes. Disentangling

the respective effects of mutations and environment is obviously

challenging but nevertheless possible given an appropriate model

and methodology are used. Clearly, environmental manipulations

should systematically be integrated into classical genetic designs

to gain a proper understanding of organism’s variational—and

thus evolutionary—properties.
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